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TALL ADEGA 19" ALLOY 
STERLING SILVER

Carve a dynamic silhouette with these  
‘Sterling Silver’ alloy wheels fresh from the  
R programme. Its powerful multi spoke design 
has been thoroughly tested guaranteeing the 
perfect combination of form and functionality.  
Tyres sold at additional cost.

Part Number: 1K8071499B88Z

£330.00 per wheel, fitted

SCIROCCO

THUNDER II 18" ALLOY 
MACHINE POLISHED BLACK

Wheels roll, heads turn. Especially when you 
arrive sporting these striking black gloss 
machined alloys. The technical five spoke 
design and classic centre badge make them 
the perfect style statement. Tyres sold at 
additional cost.

Part Number: 1K8071498AX1

£390.00 per wheel, fitted Visit volkswagen.co.uk/accessories for the full selection

FRONT LUXURY CARPET MATS
Enjoy a touch of luxury beneath your feet with this 
deeper pile carpet. Each one is made of durable 
thickly-woven velour and the model branded front 
mats come with secure stud fixing to prevent slipping. 

Part Number: 1K2061275PSWGK 
Two-piece set

£72.00

REAR LUXURY CARPET MATS  
Part Number: 1K0061276PAWGK 
Two-piece set

£52.00

MOTORSPORT 19" ALLOY BLACK

Forged on the legendary Nürburgring, these striking 
alloys with their ten star, narrow spoke design, make  
the ultimate motorsport statement. Tyres sold at 
additional cost. 

Part Number: 1K8071499AAX1

£365.00 per wheel, fitted
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REAR SKIRT  
Make the most of every angle and emphasise the 
Scirocco’s rear lines with this original Volkswagen  
rear skirt and diffuser optic. It’s primed and ready  
for painting, bringing that extra bit of cool to  
every colour. Painting incurs an extra charge.  
Not available for R-Line and R models. 

Part Number: 1K8071610BGRU

£449.00 including fitting

SIDE SKIRT SET  
Get the ‘lowered look’ with these contoured 
side skirts. Made to emphasise your Scirocco’s 
dynamic lines, they deliver a ground-hugging 
appearance, and come primed, ready for painting 
in your matching vehicle colour. Painting incurs 
an extra charge.

Part Number: 1K8071685GRU

£744.00 including fitting

FRONT SPOILER   
Compliments or complements? Get both with our 
aerodynamic front skirt. It reduces axle lift, enhances your 
vehicle’s original lines and comes primed, ready to be painted 
to seamlessly match your vehicle colour. Painting incurs an 
extra charge. Not available for R-Line and R models. 

Part Number: 1K8071606BGRU

£363.00 including fitting

REAR ROOF SPOILER   
Aerodynamics are the name of the game with this impact-
resistant, tough yet sleek, rear spoiler. Whether used on  
its own or as part of the overall bodykit it will make a  
lasting impression and comes primed ready for painting. 
Painting incurs an extra charge.

Part Number: 1K8071646AGRU

£434.00 including fitting

STAINLESS STEEL DOOR  
SILL TRIM
An eye-catching addition that keeps the scratches 
off the entry points to your pride and joy. These 
stainless steel strips add a stylish touch.

Part Number: 1K8071305 
Two-piece set

£153.00 including fitting
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CARPET MAT SET
Just the job for filthy feet, these carpet mats 
protect against dirt and moisture and are 
non-slip and shaped to fit. Polyamide outer 
and coarse rubber powder to the rear, they 
come with stud fixing points to prevent 
slipping and turning. 

Part Number: 1K2061420HAMTN 
Four-piece set

£50.00

ROOF BARS   
Have a lot more fun when you arrive by throwing a lot more up top before 
you depart. These city crash-tested roof bars are essential when you want  
to fit a ski and snowboard holder, a bicycle holder, a useful roof box and  
more besides. 

Part Number: 1K8071126 
Two-piece set

£317.00 including fitting

REAR PARKING SENSORS  
Reverse into the tightest gaps with these super-safe sensors that are retro-
fitted into your rear bumper for easy manoeuvring. Detecting every obstacle, 
and emitting an acoustic warning signal to help avoid collisions.  
Painting incurs an extra charge.

Part Number: 1K0054630B

£446.00 including fitting
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Visit volkswagen.co.uk/accessories for the full selection

FRONT RUBBER FLOOR MATS
When it comes to keeping out the worst, these rubber mats 
are the best. Durable, this set of two non-slip front mats 
protect from dirt and moisture. Shaped to fit, they’re easy  
to clean and come with push button fastening.

Part Number: 1K2061541041 
Two-piece set

£52.00

REAR RUBBER FLOOR MATS
Part Number: 1K006151282V 
Two-piece set

£41.00
FRONT MUD FL APS
Part Number: 1K8075111 
Two-piece set

£102.00 including fitting

REAR MUD FL APS
Prevent muck from messing up your vehicle’s 
underbody, bumpers, sills and doors with 
Volkswagen mud flaps. They’re long-lasting 
and durable, protecting your vehicle against 
excessive mud and reducing the chance of 
road chip damage.

Part Number: 1K8075101A 
Two-piece set

£102.00 including fitting

SEMI RIGID LOADLINER
Keep your boot beautiful with this washable non-slip liner.  
Its high perimeter edge stops dirt and liquids from escaping, 
and its precision dimensions keep everything covered.

Part Number: 1K8061180

£77.00
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